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Re: the final questions we faxed to Michelle and which she should have taken to you tonight...all of the 

original materials listed in my addendum are on-hand except the original HSCA Interview of Sibert. I assume it 

is misfiled, rather than actually "missing." The only thing in the file is a very old and weathered (circa 1993?) 

photocopy...maybe that's all we ever had???So, please don't tell Sibert that we are going to show him his 

"original drawing" .of JFK's wounds. We CAN SHOW HIM a very good photocopy of the drawing he made for 

the HSCA.Originals verified as "on-hand" by me this date are:-CE 843 (head bullet fragments) and the jar they 

were placed in on 11/22/63 (with S & O initials scratched into the top!);-O'Neill's original HSCA drawing of 

JFK's wounds;-Boswell's original 1977 modification of back wound on face sheet into a neck wound;-FBI 

Memo, Belmont to Tolson, dated 11/22/63, about bullet lodged behind President's ear;-S & O FD-302 on 

autopsy: mimeographed copy with original S & O initials on it (the Baltimore Field Office copy).BY THE WAY:At 

my request, Cathy will be taking up your 4 exhibit notebooks(4 now, not 3) tomorrow morning prior to the 

deposition.Court Reporters have verified that Mr. Haines will be present.I've called both S & O, and verified 

that they both received their tickets and my arrangements letters. Each man's spirits and attitude seems good. 

RENDESVOUS TIME WITH SIBERT AND ME IS 11:40 A.M. in the lobby at Archives II. If we arrive first, we will 

wait for you in the lobby. END
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